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Aligned, high-density semiconducting carbon
nanotube arrays for high-performance electronics
Lijun Liu1*, Jie Han1*, Lin Xu1, Jianshuo Zhou1, Chenyi Zhao1, Sujuan Ding2,3, Huiwen Shi1,
Mengmeng Xiao1, Li Ding1, Ze Ma1, Chuanhong Jin2,3, Zhiyong Zhang1,2,4†, Lian-Mao Peng1,2,4†

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) may enable the fabrication of integrated circuits smaller than
10 nanometers, but this would require scalable production of dense and electronically pure semiconducting
nanotube arrays on wafers. We developed a multiple dispersion and sorting process that resulted in
extremely high semiconducting purity and a dimension-limited self-alignment (DLSA) procedure for
preparing well-aligned CNT arrays (within alignment of 9 degrees) with a tunable density of 100 to 200 CNTs
per micrometer on a 10-centimeter silicon wafer. Top-gate field-effect transistors (FETs) fabricated on the
CNT array show better performance than that of commercial silicon metal oxide–semiconductor FETs with similar
gate length, in particular an on-state current of 1.3 milliamperes per micrometer and a recorded transconductance
of 0.9 millisiemens per micrometer for a power supply of 1 volt, while maintaining a low room-temperature
subthreshold swing of <90 millivolts per decade using an ionic-liquid gate. Batch-fabricated top-gate
five-stage ring oscillators exhibited a highest maximum oscillating frequency of >8 gigahertz.

T
he development of modern integrated
circuits (ICs) has required scaling of
field-effect transistors (FETs) to provide
increased density, performance, and en-
ergy efficiency (1). Ultrathin semicon-

ducting channels with high carrier mobility
minimize the short-channel effect in aggres-
sively scaled FETs (such as sub–10 nm technol-
ogy nodes) (2). Single-walled carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) can be 10 times as energy-efficient as
conventional complementary metal oxide–
semiconductor (CMOS) FETs because electron
transport is ballistic, and CNTs have excellent
electrostatic properties (2–5). Furthermore,
prototype transistors built on individual CNTs
with gate lengths as short as 5 nm outperform
Si CMOS transistors in terms of both intrinsic
performance and power consumption (5).
However, CNT FETs with real performance

exceeding that of Si CMOS FETs have not been
realized at similar technology nodes because
CNT materials available for research are still
far from ideal for electronics. As a building
block for high-performance digital electronics,
the extremely scaled CNT FET (with a channel
width of several tens of nanometers; Fig. 1A)
should containmultiple semiconducting CNTs
in the channel to provide sufficient driving
ability (2–6). A high-density aligned semi-
conducting CNT array is required as the chan-
nel material for fabricating large-scale ICs.

The ideal material system is well established
to be aligned CNT (A-CNT) arrays with a well-
defined and consistent 5- to 10-nm pitch (100
to 200 CNTs/mm), a semiconducting purity es-
timated to be >99.9999%, and a narrow diam-
eter distribution around 1.5 nm (Fig. 1B) (3).
Although A-CNTs have been produced

through chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
growth of nanotubes on quartz or sapphire
with high density (up to 100 CNTs/mm) or high
semiconducting purity obtained through post-
treatment (up to 99.9999%) (7–9), arrays with
both high density and high purity have not yet
been demonstrated. As a result, FETs built on
CVD-grown CNT arrays suffer from either a
low current on/off ratio (because of low purity)
or a lowdriving current (because of lowdensity)
(2, 3). Also, each device based on CVD-grown

CNT arrays contains an undefined number
of nanotubes, also known as an inconsistent
pitch, which contributes to large device-to-
device variation (2, 10, 11).
“Purified-and-placed” solution-processed

CNT materials can provide CNTs with high
semiconducting purity. This approach is sim-
ple and scalable, and it could provide wafer-
scale assembly capability (12–18), but challenges
remain. The current level of semiconducting
purity of 99.99%must be improved to 99.9999%
by further sorting CNTs and upgrading the
purity characterization method. The solution-
derived CNTsmust be aligned into arrays with
a 5- to 10-nm consistent pitch and full wafer
coverage (2, 3, 5, 18, 19). A variety of methods
have been developed to assemble solution-
processed CNTs into arrays on substrates
(20–25).
Arnold and colleagues (20, 21) reported a

method to produce CNT arrays with a density
of 47 CNTs/mm and built quasi-ballistic FETs
with a high on-state current. However, the
FETs thus fabricated suffered from low trans-
conductance (0.1 mS/mm) because of low CNT
density and poor gate efficiency, and the CNT
arrays used had a strip-like shape that could
not fully cover the substrate. Additionally,
high-density and full-coverage CNT arrays
have been prepared through methods such
as the Langmuir-Schaefer–basedmethod (23)
or the vacuum filtrationmethod (26). However,
the CNT arrays thus obtained typically have a
very high CNT array density of >400 CNTs/mm,
resulting in a low on-state performance (in
terms of transconductance gm and on-state cur-
rent Ion per tube) and a low current on/off ratio
because of inefficientmetal contactswithCNTs
as well as serious screening effects from del-
eterious intertube interactions (3, 21, 27). To
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Fig. 1. Transistor structure and material target for CNT FET–based digital IC technology. (A) Schematic
diagram showing a CNT-based top-gate FET with an ideal 5- to 10-nm CNT pitch. S, source; D, drain.
(B) Semiconducting purity versus density of CNT arrays. The utility region is marked as a blue hollow box,
and our results are located in the pink region, with a typical one marked as a red star. The extracted
data (blue rectangles and orange diamonds) are listed in table S1 (7–9, 17, 20–23, 29, 32–44).
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Fig. 2. Preparation and characterization of an A-CNTarray. (A to D) Schematic
images showing the process of preparing a wafer-scale A-CNT array. (E) Optical
image showing the dip-coating setup used for coating CNTs on a 4-inch silicon
wafer. (F to H) SEM images showing an as-deposited CNT array obtained using an
optimal CNT solution concentration (40 mg/ml) at different magnifications.
(I) Cross-section TEM image of a CNT array obtained using the highest CNT
solution concentration of 60 mg/ml. The CNTs clearly show a density of at least
200 CNTs/mm (<5 nm pitch); even at this high CNT density, our CNT arrays still

present a good monolayer property, which is crucial for electronics applications.
(J) Diameter distribution of 200 CNTs measured by TEM. (K) Polarized Raman
spectra of CNTs for different incident angles d. The polarization angle of the
incident light was changed through rotating a l/2 wave plate during the
measurements, and the reference (zero angle) is not exactly parallel to the CNT
array. Inset: The Raman intensity is extracted and fitted in polar coordinates.
(L) Benchmarking of the degree of alignment as a function of CNT density. All data
used here are listed in table S2 (9, 20, 23, 25, 49, 50).
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date, as themost important performancemetric
for FETs (28), the value of gm in all fabricated
FETsbasedonCNTarrays is usually<0.4mS/mm
(29), versus 0.5 mS/mm for Si CMOS FETs at a
similar characteristic length. As a result, the
stage delay of A-CNT ICs (consisting of FETs
with a 100-nm channel length) measured with
a ring oscillator (RO) was ~355 ps (30), which
is at least one order of magnitude slower than
that of similar silicon ICs or randomly oriented
CNT film ICs of similar size (15, 16, 31).
Here, we report a multiple-dispersion sort-

ing process to achieve a solution containing
CNTswith a diameter distribution of 1.45 ±0.23
nm and a semiconducting purity of >99.9999%
according to a series of spectroscopy charac-
terizations (fig. S1) and electrical measurements
of 1300 FETs containing at least 2million CNTs
(figs. S2 to S4). A dimension-limited self-
alignment (DLSA) procedure was developed
to prepare well-aligned CNT arrays on a
4-inch (10 cm) wafer with a tunable density
ranging from 100 to 200 CNTs/mm, which
meets the fundamental requirements for
CNTs to be useful for large-scale (but not
industrial) IC fabrication as shown in Fig. 1B
(7–9, 17, 20–23, 29, 32–44). The FETs and ICs
based on the DLSA-processed A-CNT arrays
with optimized structure and process exhibit
real performance exceeding that of conven-
tional Si CMOS transistors.

Semiconducting CNT arrays with ultrahigh
purity and tunable density
In our multiple-dispersion sorting process for
preparing CNTs of ultrahigh semiconducting
purity (fig. S1) (45), raw CNTs are dispersed
and sorted in toluene solvent by using conju-
gated PCz (poly[9-(1-octylonoyl)-9H-carbazole-
2,7-diyl]) molecules (shown schematically in
fig. S1A) (46). This method was previously
demonstrated to provide high selectivity for
semiconducting CNTs (see the absorbance
spectrum of PCz-sorted CNTs in toluene sol-
vent in fig. S1D), with diameters narrowly
distributed around 1.5 nm (46). After washing
with tetrahydrofuran, the PCz-wrapped semi-
conducting CNTs were then redispersed in
1,1,2-trichloroethane (fig. S1C), and these pro-
cesses were repeated twice. The second and
third dispersion processes were crucial for
removing excess PCz molecules to provide
high electrical quality and monodispersed
CNTs and to prevent the formation of CNT
aggregates in solution, which was important
for the subsequent alignment of CNTs into
arrays. During each of the repeated dispersion
processes, semiconducting CNTs could be fur-
ther selected and purified (see fig. S1D for the
absorbance spectra of redispersed CNTs in the
target solvent) to achieve an extremely high
semiconducting purity of >99.9999% (after
multiple dispersion) according to statistical

electrical characterization of a total of 1300
wide-channel A-CNT FETs (figs. S2 to S4) (45).
The purity of the resulting CNTs could in
principle be further improved by increasing
the number of dispersion processes.
We developed a DLSA procedure to assem-

ble A-CNT arrays on a 4-inch wafer (Fig. 2, A
to D). After a wafer was vertically inserted in
the CNT solution, a thin layer was formed on
the top surface by dropping 40 ml of 2-butene-
1,4-diol (C4H8O2) close to the wafer, and this
layer quickly spread around thewafer [see (45)
for selection criteria of the top layer (C4H8O2)
and more details on DLSA]. The possible for-
mation of hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2A) between
PCzmolecules (N atoms) and C4H8O2 (H atoms
in hydroxyl) allowed the PCz-wrapped CNTs
with three-dimensional random orientations
in the lower solvent to randomly walk into the
surface region and become confined on the
two-dimensional interface between the C4H8O2

and the 1,1,2-trichloroethane solution. As the
wafer was slowly pulled out (Fig. 2C), those
CNTs confined on the interface then assembled
onto the wafer surface through the strong
affinity of C4H8O2 and SiO2. CNTs were self-
assembled along the contact line (horizontal
orientation) between the wafer and interface
by dimension-limited rotational degrees of
freedom (20, 22), hence the name DLSA for
this process.
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Fig. 3. Characteristics and bench-
marking of A-CNT array–based
top-gate FETs. (A) SEM image with a
detailed channel region and top-view
structure of a typical CNT FET.
(B and C) Transfer characteristics
(B) and output characteristics (C) of
the CNT FET. (D) Low-bias (Vds =
–0.1 V) linear region conductance
Gon and peak transconductance gm in
the saturated region (Vds = –1 V),
showing very high on-state performance
of the device. (E) Benchmarking
of gm versus Lg of our results with
reported champion CNT FETs and
conventional commercial Si PMOS tran-
sistors (15, 21, 29, 31, 32, 53–55).
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The CNTs in the 1,1,2-trichloroethane solu-
tion did not adhere to the surface of the Si/
SiO2 wafer (fig. S5), which is the precondition
for the DLSA method to work. Unlike the pre-
viously reported floating evaporative self-
assembly method (20, 21), the DLSA method
provided full CNT coverage across the entire
substrate (Fig. 2D) because the CNTs in the
lower 1,1,2-trichloroethane solvent were of
sufficient quantity to serve as a continuous
supply of CNTs to the interface of the binary
liquid system. This solution-based DLSA pro-
cedure can be maintained in quasi-dynamic
equilibrium, and the substrate withdrawal
speed can thus be customized at a suitable
range that depends on the interface absorp-
tion rate of CNTs. The density of the CNT
array can thus be controlled through the CNT
concentration in the 1,1,2-trichloroethane solu-
tion (fig. S6).
An optical image of the dip-coating me-

chanical apparatus for preparingA-CNT arrays
on a 4-inch Si wafer with the DLSA method
is shown in Fig. 2E, with the CNT coverage
region marked in blue. The zoomed-in scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig.
2, F to H) of the CNT arrays show details of
these arrays, in particular an excellent uni-
formity across hundreds of micrometers (figs.
S7 to S9). The high-resolution SEM image (Fig.
2H) shows a typical CNT array (using a CNT
solution concentration of 40 mg/ml) covered
by a 10-nmHfO2 thin film [grown by atomic-
layer deposition (ALD)], with an optimal CNT
density of ~120CNTs/mm, or tube-to-tube sepa-
ration of 8 nm (fig. S6).
The cross-sectional high-resolution trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) image
(Fig. 2I) revealed that the prepared CNT array
remained as amonolayer, evenwhen the array
density was increased to 200 to 250 CNTs/mm
(by using the highest CNT solution concentra-
tion, 60 mg/ml, in 1,1,2-trichloroethane).Mono-
layer formation is crucial to ensure excellent
electrostatic properties for CNT-array FET
applications [atomic force microscope (AFM)
characterization in fig. S10 further verified the
monolayer property of the CNT arrays]. Ex-
tensive characterizations confirmed that the
DLSAmethod can produce the requiredmono-
layer CNT array with a suitable density for
high-performance electronics applications,
which is predicted to be in the range of 100 to
200CNTs/mm(corresponding to a CNT spacing
of 5 to 10 nm) (2, 3). Detailed TEMexamination
of hundreds of CNTs revealed that the CNTs in
the devices had a narrow diameter distribu-
tion of 1.45 ± 0.23 nm (Fig. 2J, measured by
TEM), which lies well within the diameter re-
quirement of 1.2 to 1.7 nm for realizing good
ohmic contacts with relevant n- and p-type
contact metals (2, 47, 48).
The polarized Raman spectra of CNTs for

different incident angles d (Fig. 2K) through

rotating the optics and the Raman intensity
plot in polar coordinates (Fig. 2K, inset) in-
dicate a large intensity ratio of 45 between the
maximum Raman intensity (Imax) and mini-
mum Raman intensity (Imin). This finding
shows that the alignment between CNTs in
the array was excellent at 8.3° [see (45) for
calculation details; see fig. S11 for more in-
formation on the alignment uniformity across
the wafer]. According to the benchmarking of
the degree of alignment (Fig. 2L), the DLSA-
prepared CNT arrays showed a narrower
angular distribution and a higher CNT density
than other reported CNT arrays produced by
different methods (9, 20, 23, 25, 49, 50).

Top-gate CNT-array FETs with performance
exceeding that of silicon FETs

Top-gate FETs were fabricated to explore the
potential of theDLSA-prepared CNT arrays for
electronics applications. Figure 3A shows a SEM
image of a typical top-gate CNT FET [see (45)

and fig. S12 for detailed fabrication process
flow]. Unlike the fabrication of usual CNT
thin-film FETs, cleaning the as-produced CNT
arrays before device fabrication was impor-
tant for DLSA-prepared CNT-array FETs. In
particular, our processes included a 600°C
annealing process and a yttrium oxide–based
coating and decoating process (15, 16, 51). In
addition, we used an asymmetrical partial gate
(with a gate length as short as 100 nm; see
Figs. 1A and 3A) structure to improve the
current on/off ratio at high voltage bias of
–1 V (52). The height fluctuation in our mono-
layer CNT array channel was small (an AFM
height profile is shown in fig. S10), so an ALD-
grown HfO2 gate insulator was thinned down
to 7.3 nm (with a dielectric constant of ~16.8) to
provide a high gate efficiency.
Our DLSA-prepared CNT-array FETs exhib-

ited an on-state current exceeding 1.3 mA/mm
under a bias voltage of –1 V and a low bias
(Vds = –0.1 V) current on/off ratio greater than
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Fig. 4. Ionic-liquid gate CNT-array FETs. (A) Transfer characteristics of a typical FET with Lch = 290 nm.
Inset: Structure diagram of the ionic-liquid FET. (B) SS distribution of 30 ionic-liquid gate devices. Inset: Transfer
characteristics of all 30 FETs. (C) Direct comparison of the transfer characteristics between a CNT-array FET
and a Si high-performance standard PMOS FET (54). (D) Theoretically predicted transfer characteristics
of CNT-array FETs with different interface state densities compared with the experimental results obtained
from a top-gate CNT FET (corresponding to Fig. 3B). Inset: Device structure for both experiment and simulation.
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105 (Fig. 3, B and C). The peak transconduct-
ance gmof the FET reached 0.9mS/mm(atVds =
–1 V; Fig. 3D), which is much higher than that
of all reported CNT-based high-performance
FETs (15, 16, 18, 21, 23–25, 29, 30, 32). Consider-
ing that the CNT density was ~100 CNTs/mm,
the peak gm was converted to ~9 mS per CNT,
which is the highest among all CNT film tran-
sistors (15, 16, 18, 21, 23–25, 29, 30, 32). This
value suggested that the outstanding perform-
ance of the CNT-array FET originated from
contributions of all CNTs in the array, even
for such a high array density. These typical
CNT-array FETs exhibited higher gm than that
of Si FETs with similar gate length, includ-
ing 0.13-, 0.18-, 0.25-, and 0.35-mmnodes (high-
performance standards; Fig. 3E) (31, 53–55).
When benchmarked against other reported
high-performance CNT-based FETs (with cur-
rent on/off ratio at least two orders of mag-
nitude) (15, 21, 29, 32), our device showed not
only much higher gm but also lower sub-
threshold swing (SS) (see fig. S13). The simul-
taneous high gm and low SS resulted from
excellent CNT-array films with high density,
good alignment, and high semiconducting
purity, as well as an optimized device fabri-
cation procedure that leads to very clean
materials, excellent contacts, and a high gate
efficiency for every CNT in the channel.
The SS of the top-gate CNT-array FET

ranged from 100 to 200mV/decade, which is
better than that of most high-performance
CNT-based FETs. However, this value still falls
below the standard SS requirement (below
100 mV/decade) for digital ICs and is much

higher than that based on individual CNTs
with similar gate efficiency (5). One important
factor that contributes to the SS degradation is
the diameter variations of the CNTs in the
arrays used in the FET channels. By a simple
theoretical analysis using the virtual source
model andMonte Carlomethod, we found that
the variation arising from the diameter distri-
bution of our CNTs (1.45 ± 0.23 nm)would only
degrade SS down to ~65 mV/decade for the
top-gate CNT-array FETs (fig. S14). However,
the interface-trapped charge density around
the CNT channel degraded SS because these
trapped chargesmay severely screen the elec-
tric field and lower the gate efficiency.
The effect of the interface-trapped charges

on the SS of a typical FET can be discussed
using the formula

SS ¼ dVg

dðlogIdsÞ

¼ 2:3
mkT

q
≈ 2:3 1þ qNit

Cg

� �
kT

q
ð1Þ

(56), where q is the elementary charge, k is
the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,
and m is referred to as the ideality factor,
which is determined mainly by the interface
state fixed charge density (Nit) and gate ca-
pacitance Cg. Nit is well established to be on
the order of 1012 eV–1 cm–2 in solution-derived
CNT film FETs (56), which is two orders of
magnitude higher than that in conventional
Si CMOS FETs (57).

This large charge density Nit contributes
to the nonideal subthreshold performance
of the CNT-array FET or large SS. Lowering
Nit during device fabrication is difficult because
it mainly results from the polymer residues
wrapping the CNTs. The most effective way
to improve SS would be to further improve
the gate efficiency (i.e., increase Cg). We thus
constructed ionic liquid (IL)–gated FETs based
on the DLSA-prepared CNT arrays (Fig. 4),
where the electric double layers at the IL/solid
interface act as nanogap capacitors with ex-
tremely large capacitance (58–60) [see (45)
and fig. S15 for the fabrication and measure-
ment setup].
The adoption of an ultrahigh-efficiency IL

gate improved the switching-off property of
CNT-array FETs. In particular, it lowered the
SS of a typical CNT-array FET to 75mV/decade
(Fig. 4A). The SS values of 30 IL-gate devices
were distributed in a narrow range, with an
average value of ~90mV/decade (Fig. 4B), and
the SS values of some devices even approached
the 60 mV/decade theoretical limit at room
temperature. A direct comparison of the trans-
fer characteristics of an IL-gated CNT-array
FET (Lch = 290 nm) and those of a commercial
Si PMOS (p-type metal-oxide semiconductor)
FET with similar gate length (0.25-mm node
with physical gate length of 0.18 mm; Fig. 4C)
(54) showed that the CNT-array FET exhibited
better on-state current and similar off-state
current in a smaller Vgs range than that of the
Si PMOS FET.
Although the IL gate is not suitable for

scalable integration of solid-state devices, it
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Fig. 5. Structure and characteristics
of CNT five-stage ROs. (A) Optical
image of batch-fabricated CNT
five-stage ROs. Scale bar, 1.5 mm.
(B and C) False-colored SEM images of
a RO. The inset of (C) shows the
gate structure of the CNT FET used
for constructing the RO. (D) Power
spectra of 65 CNT ROs under
Vdd = 2.5 V; the inset shows statistical
results of the switching frequency.
(E) Power spectrum from the champion
RO with the highest stage switching
speed of 80.6 GHz. (F) Benchmarking
of the stage delay of our champion
ROs with state-of-the-art “0.18 mm”

silicon inverters and other champion
CNT ROs with similar gate lengths
(15, 16, 31).
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reflects the potential of CNT-array FETs with
enhanced gate efficiency or lowered interface
state density. Quantitative simulations revealed
that if the interface state density could be
lowered to 1011 eV–1 cm–2 (still higher than that
in Si CMOS FETs), then the CNT-array FET
with a solid-state gate dielectric could improve
SS from 190 to 70 mV/decade (Fig. 4D and
table S3) (45).

CNT array–based ring oscillators with a
frequency of >8 GHz

Relative to a randomly oriented CNT film, an
aligned CNT array with high purity and suit-
able density should provide better circuit per-
formance due to notably enhanced current
driving ability as well as smaller intrinsic
capacitance. To demonstrate this, we used
our DLSA-prepared, wafer-scale CNT arrays
to construct high-performance ICs, particu-
larly the RO circuit, which is a special stan-
dard test IC for assessing the performance
and uniformity of new IC technology. We fab-
ricated hundreds of top-gate five-stage ROs in
a 5 mm × 5 mm region [see the optical image
and SEM images in Fig. 5, A to C; see (45) and
fig. S16 for the fabrication process flow] to
directly test the stage propagation delay of
inverters by characterizing the actual switch-
ing frequency of ROs. The top-gate structure
used here was optimized to reduce parasitic
capacitances between the gate and source/
drain (with a 30-nm air gap on each side of
the gate) and to reduce the gate resistance
(tall metal gate) (15, 16).
The channel and gate lengths of the CNT-

array FETs used for constructing ROs were
designed to be 225 and 165 nm, respectively.
Typical output and transfer characteristics of
the FETs are shown in fig. S17, with an on-
state current of ~0.75 mA/mm and a peak gm
of >0.5 mS/mm. We measured 128 five-stage
ROs in one region of thewafer (Fig. 5A), among
which 65 ROs functioned successfully, indicat-
ing a yield of >50%, which is a relatively high
yield among laboratory-fabricatedROs. (15, 30)
The frequency spectra of these ROs are shown
in Fig. 5D; the corresponding oscillating fre-
quency fo ranged from 4.7 to 8 GHz, with
an average RO switching frequency of fo =
6.25GHz under supply voltageVdd = 2.5 V. The
ROs also oscillated well ( fo = 7 GHz) under
much lower Vdd (down to 1.8 V; see fig. S18).
The highest fo reached 8.06 GHz at Vdd =
2.6 V (Fig. 5E), corresponding to a stage-
switching speed of 80.6 GHz and a stage
delay of 12.4 ps.
We benchmarked these results with the ac-

tual speed of several representative types of
IC technologies based on themeasured stage
delay according to different benchmarking
conditions (Vdd or gate length Lg; Fig. 5F and
fig. S18B). The DLSA-prepared CNT array–
based ROs displayed lower gate delays than

all reported nanomaterials-based ROs with
similar gate lengths and under lower Vdd. In
addition, our CNT array–based ICs exhibited
real performance (speed) exceeding that of
conventional Si CMOS ICs under similar gate
lengths (Fig. 5F) (31).

Outlook

We showed, by combiningmultiple-dispersion
sorting and DLSA methods, that well-aligned
(within 9° of alignment), high-purity (better
than 99.9999%), and high-density (tunable
between 100 and 200CNTs/mm) arrays of CNTs
can be prepared on 4-inch silicon wafers with
full wafer coverage; these CNT arrays meet the
fundamental requirements for large-scale fab-
rication of digital ICs. Preliminary demonstra-
tions using DLSA-prepared CNT arrays show
that these CNT-array FETs and ICs outper-
form those of silicon technology with similar
characteristic lengths in several key perform-
ance metrics.
Further development of this CNT-based plat-

form will require optimization of both the
material preparation and corresponding de-
vice fabrication processes. First, further im-
provement of the uniformity of the tube-to-tube
pitch, direction, and diameter of CNTs on a
large scale (such as on an 8-inch wafer) is nec-
essary for ultralarge-scale integration of CNT
ICs, particularly for sub–10 nm technology
nodes. Moreover, the CNTs in the array need
to be further cleaned. A certain amount of
polymer residue remains wrapped around the
CNTs; this prevents the formation of better
contacts with smaller resistance at the source/
drain and contributes to the high interface
charge density (Nit) in the gate stack of CNT
FETs (15, 16, 51). Decoupling the polymer res-
idues from the CNT arrays while not introduc-
ing additional damage is an important issue
for the fabrication of high-performance, high-
reliability transistors using DLSA-prepared
CNT arrays. The adoption of the multilayer
interconnect technology widely used in Si
technology and the optimization of the de-
vice structure would also be expected to
further improve the working speed of CNT-
based ICs.
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exceeded those of conventional silicon transistors with similar dimensions.
micrometer) that large-scale integrated circuits could be fabricated. With ionic liquid gating, the performance metrics 
well-aligned CNT arrays on a 10-centimeter silicon wafer. The density is sufficiently high (100 to 200 CNTs per
dispersion sorting process, which improves purity, and a dimension-limited self-alignment process to produce 

 combined a multipleet al.extremely small dimensions, their purity, density, and alignment must be improved. Liu 
Although semiconducting carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising candidates to replace silicon in transistors at
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